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DISCOVER OUR WATER & DIRT REPELLENT COVERINGS
Hygiene being a top priority in interiors for healthcare, education, spas, restaurants, etc., CLIPSO focuses on protecting
walls and ceilings without neglecting the decorative touch with its NoStain (705 NST) & Aqua Shield (705 AS) Coverings.
CLIPSO’s customizable and environmentally friendly walls & ceilings help create eye-catching decors. It is quick and easy
to install enabling very little disruption in opening hours and discomfort for clients.

705 clipso AquaShield
Wall and ceiling deterioration, due to bacterial growth, fungi,
etc., in very damp and humid environments, is a very costly
issue to have, as these austere environments reduce the life
span of materials. The Clipso AquaShield has water repellent
properties, which provide a high performance in terms of
hygiene and durability in location such as bathrooms, swimming pools, spas, kitchens, etc.

705 clipso NoStain
Environments prone to dirt and dust can be a headache in
terms of maintenance and hygiene standards; but also in
terms of aesthetics. The Clipso NoStain has dust- & dirtrepellent properties, meaning stains come off easily. This
covering provides a high performance in terms of hygiene
and durability in locations such as kitchens (commercial &
residential), factories, daycare centers, etc

THE TECHNOLOGY
CLIPSO develops formulas to give specific properties to its fabric coverings. For, both CLIPSO NoStain and CLIPSO
AquaShield, the company Achitex’s NOVAGUARD NI product is used in different concentrations among other molecules.
Indeed, it is a fluorocarbon resin, which gives lipid- and water-repellent properties to organic and synthetic textile fibers. It
does not damage the fabric’s fibers, finish or its breathability.
Clipso AquaShield’s water and liquid repellent properties keep walls and ceilings clean and dry by beading liquids off
the covering.
Clipso NoStain’s non-stick properties help prevent dirt, dust, food (such as tomato sauce and coffee), blood, etc.
from adhering.

TESTS:
Superficial Water Resistance - Spray test
705 AQUA SHIELD: Obtained 4-5 on a scale from 1 to 5 for
water repellency
Benchmark: In the clothing textile sector, we talk about a
“Sheeting Action of Water off” from as low as 2-3.

Hydrocarbon resistance test
705 NO STAIN: Obtained 7-8 on a scale from 1 to 8 for oilrepellency i.e. stains.
Benchmark: In the clothing textile sector, test results ave
rage at 4-5.

MAINTENANCE
The water- & oil-repellant properties remain active and effective in the long run. Clipso AquaShield & NoStain coverings are
washable using the Clipso Cleaner or a pH neutral wash detergent.
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WHY CLIPSO? - THE DESIGN FACTOR
In places such as hospitals or clinics, waiting rooms, corridors, treatment rooms can often be austere and stressful environments for patients. The Clipso 705 Antibacterial, AquaShield & NoStain coverings (non printable) combined with other
printable product ranges (Acoustic, Translucent, Standard, Pearlescent, etc.) can brighten-up the atmosphere of these
places. With large printed murals and/or ceilings, hospital hallways or treatment rooms then become more personal and
provide feelings of wellbeing and comfort to patients.
Clipso offers an unlimited number of images to customize your design.

NEXT CLIPSO TRAINING – NOV 13TH -14TH
CLIPSO is holding its 5th training session this year for two days (Nov 13th-14th) of basic training for our new installers who
are joining our national network.
Our technical team will show attendees the best techniques in light-box assembly and diverse applications of stretch
ceilings & walls, the latest cutting edge product in the industry.
If you would like to attend please contact Kip Howard, Sales Director, at khoward@clipso.com or 646-422-0919 ext. 702.

www.clipsodesign.us

